Modeling and experimental verification of plasmas induced by high-power nanosecond laser-aluminum interactions in air.
It has been generally believed in literature that in nanosecond laser ablation, the condensed substrate phase contributes mass to the plasma plume through surface evaporation across the sharp interface between the condensed phase and the vapor or plasma phase. However, this will not be true when laser intensity is sufficiently high. In this case, the target temperature can be greater than the critical temperature, so that the sharp interface between the condensed and gaseous phases disappears and is smeared into a macroscopic transition layer. The substrate should contribute mass to the plasma region mainly through hydrodynamic expansion instead of surface evaporation. Based on this physical mechanism, a numerical model has been developed by solving the one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations over the entire physical domain supplemented by wide-range equations of state. It has been found that model predictions have good agreements with experimental measurement for plasma front location, temperature, and electron number density. This has provided further evidence (at least in the indirect sense), besides the above theoretical analysis, that for nanosecond laser metal ablation in air at sufficiently high intensity, the dominant physical mechanism for mass transfer from the condensed phase to the plasma plume is hydrodynamic expansion instead of surface evaporation. The developed and verified numerical model provides useful means for the investigation of nanosecond laser-induced plasma at high intensities.